[Raynaud's phenomenon and blood viscosity].
Raynaud's phenomenon is mainly linked with cold provoked vasomotor perturbations, but also with rheological alterations since blood viscosity is enhanced by lowering temperature. Several methods are available for studying distal vascularization: peri-ungual capillaroscopy, digital plethysmography and laser-Doppler. Digital arteriography must be reserved to serious ischemia regarding the general anesthesia needed to avoid spasm. All these methods explore especially the vessel wall. Conservely, blood viscosity which has been developed for 25 years investigates the content of the vessel. Since 1965, numerous hemorheological studies pointed out the rheological disorders, especially those concerning plasma and blood viscosity. The most usual viscometry abnormalities revealed erythrocyte hyperaggregation, red cell hypodeformability, blood and plasmatic hyperviscosity. In a comparative study, 46 patients with Raynaud's phenomenon were studied: we performed peri-ungual capillaroscopy, plethysmography and viscosity measurements. The results demonstrated a link between capillaroscopy and thixotropy. Both investigations are never normal at the same time in connectivites and never abnormal at the same time in Raynaud's disease (primary Raynaud's phenomenon). In conclusion hemorheological studies showed nearly normal rheological parameters in Raynaud's disease, but abnormal rheological parameters in secondary Raynaud's phenomenon.